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Baseline cyber security checklist
Passwords
Effective passwords prevent unauthorised access to your devices and data.
Passwords can be one of your strongest points of defence or the easiest entry point for a cyber attack, so it’s worth having clear password
requirements for your organisation.

• Ensure all employees, contractors and clients create a
unique, long phrase or a story difficult to decipher - that’s
not predictable or a family name, nickname, pet’s name or
birthdate. It should also be easy for the employee to remember
so they never replicate this phrase anywhere.

• Have a secure password storage system or consider using a
reputable password manager, including stand-alone solutions
or ones that are part of larger platforms such as Practice
Protect.
•

• Change manufacturer’s default passwords on devices before
distributing them to employees.

• Require all laptops, Macs and PCs to use encryption products.

Also consider using:
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Encourage employees not to share passwords with each other
but also have an accessible way to reset them when they need
to.

• Use multi-factor authentication - granting access only after
providing a password plus at least one other form of electronic
identification such as scanning a retina, fingerprint, entering a
code received by text or answering a secret question.37
37 Australian Government Department of Business Create a cyber security policy

•

authenticator apps

•

hardware security token

•

biometrics

•

•

smart cards

one-time pins sent to
another device online.38

38 NSW Government Top 10 Cyber Tips for NSW government employees

Baseline cyber security checklist
(continued)
Back-up data
Storing data in the cloud is not fool-proof. One in four
respondents to a 2018 survey had reported a data theft
from the public cloud and one in five had experienced an
advanced attack on their public cloud infrastructure.39
Using multiple data storage locations and schedules
enables you to access your data if you experience or

need to recover from a cyber attack. Backing up data
- and checking that you can recover it - also gives you
a second repository in case of physical threats such
as theft, fire or flood. Multiple forms of backup are
recommended.

• Identify what needs to be backed up, such as calendars, documents, emails, contacts, website data and photos.
• Backup data daily on portable external drives and in the cloud.
• Buy external drives from a reputable source and store offsite - don’t keep them connected to your device.
• Keep drives separate from the computer. If they are attached they can also get infected in an attack.
• Schedule weekly, quarterly and yearly server backups.
• Regularly test that you can restore your data from backups.40
39 McAfee Navigating a Cloudy Sky
40 Rewind Cloud or On-Site Backup: Which is the Right Option for Your Business?
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Baseline cyber security checklist
(continued)
Operating system and software

Mobile devices

Ensure you have a well-respected brand of cyber security software
with antivirus, anti-spyware and anti-spam filters on all devices and
you keep it up to date.

Mobile devices such as smartphones, laptops and tablets, that don’t
live on your desktop and travel outside the office, require added
protection. To keep these devices secure, you’ll need all password and
software control listed above as well as additional features.

• Regularly install updates, as the software manufacturers add
new features and security fixes to prevent cyber criminals
taking advantage of the software’s vulnerabilities.

• Have ‘automatic updates’ switched on for all devices to get
the latest patches to your software and systems.41

• Check your office router to ensure it has firmware embedded
into it.42

• Consider installing an additional firewall - although this is a
point of debate. Some argue that Windows, your wireless
router and your antivirus software have inbuilt firewalls so
why add another one. If in doubt ask an expert.43

• Create a reliable virtual private network (VPN) so that you
and your employees can use public WiFi and have privacy.
VPNs hide people’s online activity, including the links clicked
on or the files downloaded, so their information is secure.44
• Configure devices so if they’re left unattended the screen
locks and they need a unique password to open.
• Ensure lost or stolen devices can be tracked, remotely wiped
or remotely locked.
• Replace devices that are no longer supported by
manufacturers with up-to-date alternatives.
• Turn on Bluetooth only in private, not public, areas.

• Read reviews and ratings to ensure you have the best cyber
security software in your budget.
41 Government of Canada Software updates: Why they matter for cyber security
42 ACSC Protect your internet connection
43 PCMag Do You Need a Personal Firewall? Forbes Three Trends That Could Drive Firewall As A Service
Adoption In 2021
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• Log out of websites when you’re no longer looking at them.45
44 Norton What is a VPN? And why you should use a VPN on public Wi-Fi
45 ACSC Be mindful of where and how you use your mobile or tablet

Baseline cyber security checklist
(continued)
Training
All executives, employees, contractors and board members need regular training to understand threats and their role in preventing a cyber
breach. They are integral components of your cyber defence. Every person in your organisation needs training in security do’s and don’ts, for
example (this isn’t a complete list):

Do

Don’t

the address and domain name of emails before
P double-check
opening them

O

open unsolicited emails/SMS or instant messages or click
on links

conduct a manual check when entering new payment details
for a client invoice

O

provide personal or business information to requests you’re
unsure of

check the security pages of a sender’s official website

O
O
O

send clients’ Tax File Numbers over email

P

P that could alert you of scams or also contact the organisation
to verify46

aware about what employees post online about your
P be
business

P

use public WiFi
include sensitive information in social media posts.

learn how to use mobile devices safely & how to access your
VPN.

Ensure your organisation uses the principle of ‘least privilege’ and allows each employee the lowest level of user rights required to
perform their jobs, so if they are the victim of a phishing attack, the potential damage is reduced.47
Monitor access to ensure that former employees no longer can get into your system or those who have moved to other roles only have
access necessary for their current position.
46 ACSC Protecting Against Business Email Compromise
47 NCSC Small Business Guide 2020
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Baseline cyber security checklist
(continued)
Business continuity
Plan for a cyber incident in the same way you may plan for any other
disaster or serious disruption to your business. You need a business
continuity plan.

• Assess the potential impacts of worst-case scenarios
• Examine recovery strategies and best practice approach
• Develop and document your plan in detail covering resources, teams, coordination, data recovery and relocation
• Consider your organisation’s critical services and which to prioritise recovering first over others, such as payroll
• Undertake training to cover gaps in knowledge
• Conduct exercises to test how well your plan works.
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